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The Performance of Child Restraint
Devices in Transport Airplane

Passenger Seats

Part I The term "child restraint system" in FMVSS-
Issues, Policies, and Standards 213 applies to portable as well as built-in restraints.

Indeed, occupant protection must be addressed
Performance standards for child restraint sys- from a systems approach which includes the ye-

tems sold in the United States are defined by Fed- hicle seat, restraints, and surrounding structures.
eral Motor Vehicle Safety Standard 2 13 When a portable child restraint is installed on an
(FMVSS-213)( 1*). There are important differ- airplane passenger seat, the child restraint becomes
ences between airplane and automobile seats. The a component in the passenger seat system. An ef-
methods and fixtures used to certify child restraints fective assessment of the system performance
may not produce results that effectively measure should include the key components of the system.
their performance in an airplane seat. With the For the purposes of this report, the term child re-
advent of dynamic seat performance standards for straint device (CRD) will be used to distinguish
modern airplane seats, it is important to determine between the portable child restraint and the over-
the performance of child restraints in a representa- all passenger seat system.
tive test condition for the airplane environment.
As a minimum, the performance criteria of child AVIATION REGULATORY POLICIES
restraints installed in airplane seats should provide
the level of protection implied in the government In 1982, the FAA's first policy that allowed
standards and test procedures by which they are the use of CRDs in airplanes was issued in Tech-
approved. These criteria include protection from nical Standard Order (TSO) C1 00. Prior to the
serious injury to the head, chest, and legs. issuance of this order, the use of passenger fur-

Public awareness of the benefits provided by nished child restraints was not allowed during take-
child restraints has grown during the past decade. off or landing. Voluntary performance standards
The use of child restraints in automobiles has in- for child restraints in airplanes had been developed
creased with the passage of laws by all 50 states by industry (2,3). However, the FAA's policy,
requiring approved restraints for young children. based on FAR 121.311, stated child restraints
The availability and variety of designs have in- brought on board an airplane must be treated as
creased as well. More than 45 models of approved carry on baggage.
child restraint systems are now produced. The TSO C 100 defined two performance standards
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration for CRDs in airplanes. The first was FMVSS-213
(NHTSA) estimates 4.5 million child restraints are as amended in 1980. The second performance stan-
sold yearly. Both the increased awareness and use dard was defined in the TSO. An 18 G, 22 ft/sec
of approved child restraints by the public may es- dynamic test with the CRD installed on a "repre-
calate the use of child restraints in commercial air sentative" airplane seat fixture was specified in the
transport. Thus, it is important that the standards TSO. A list of TSO approved CRDs was provided
governing the performance of child restraints re- by the FAA.
sult in products that meet the expectations of the
users in both automobiles and airplanes. *Numbers in parentheses indicate references at

the end of the report.
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At the recommendation of a United States tests must indicate protection from senious inju-
Department of Transportation (DOT) report issued ies to the head, lower spine, femurs, and chest.
in 1983 (4), TSO CI00 was amended in 1985. Occupant injury due to contact with stnictures
The dynamic test procedure was deleted from the and furnishings surrounding the seat installation
TSO. FMVSS-213 was also amended to include a must be considered in the certification procedures
roll over test for CRDs in airplane seats, and this for the seat. Thus, impact tests for certification of
NHTSA standard was designated by the DOT as airplane seats often include a representative envi-
the solitary standard for child restraints. "Approved ronment of the seat installation. Performance is
child restraints" for air carrier operations in the measured as a system, rather than an evaluation of
United States were devices certified to meet the the components by separate tests.
requirements of FMVSS-213. A CRD labeled as The FAR also specify a 50th percentile ATD
meeting FMVSS-213 could be allowed, at the dis- as the occupant for measuring impact responses.
cretion of the operator of the airline, as a child re- The lap belt restraints on seats certified by the FAR
straint. must accommodate a range of occupant size from

Changes to the FAR in 1992 (5) expanded the a 2-year old child to a 99th percentile male. There
definition of approved child restraints to include is no requirement for seats to accommodate CRDs,
any CRD that is labeled to meet United Nations or nor is there an FAA requirement to assess injury
foreign government standards. The 1992 amend- protection for occupants in CRDs installed in pas-
ments explicitly removed the discretionary allow- senger seats. Thus, new airplane seat performance
ance of approved CRDs by the operator. Thus, if regulations focus on adult occupant injury protec-
any approved CRD is furnished for a child hold- tion. Providing additional protection by means of
ing a ticket, it must be allowed by the operator. a CRD is the option of the accompanying adult.

Simultaneously in 1992, the FAA amended
Advisory Circular (AC) 91-62 which defined cer- CHILD RESTRAINTS IN AIRPLANE SEATS -
tain types of CRDs approved per FMVSS-213 that PREVIOUS RESEARCH
should not be used in airplanes. A CRD that posi-
tions the child on the lap or chest of an adult seated Previous reports on the performance of child
in a passenger seat should not be used according restraints in airplane seats have differing results.
to the AC. This is despite the fact a CRD of this Most studies have applied the test conditions of
type may be labeled to meet the requirements of a existing or proposed automotive standards for
recognized international standard or foreign regu- CRDs at the time of the studies. Chandler and
latory authority. Other limitations for CRDs, such Trout (7) in 1978 identified difficulties with adapt-
as seat location and proximity to an accompany- ing restraint devices to an airplane seat. They also
ing adult, were also contained in this Advisory Cir- noted potential hazards due to seat back breakover
cular. contact forces on the occupant of a CRD.

Additional policy information was published In 1983 Naab at Calspan (8) tested 98 CRDs
by the FAA in the form of a Flight Standards In- installed on an airplane seat fixture. Based on
formation Bulletin (FSIB Number 92-23) concur- FMVSS-213 requirements existing in 1983, Naab
rent with the amended FAR and Advisory Circular. reported all were successful in meeting the pass/
This FSIB contained the same information as is- fail criteria. It is important to note that most of the
sued in AC 91-62. 1983 Calspan tests were conducted at 20 miles-

per-hour (22 ft/sec), which is half the impact ve-
AiRCRAFT SEAT REGULATIONS. locity currently specified in the current

FMVSS-213. Also, the vehicle peak acceleration
A separate activity by the FAA in the 1980s for most of the Calspan tests was approximately

resulted in improved performance criteria for air- 17 G's, whereas, the current FMVSS-213 require-
craft passenger and crew seats (6). Regulations ment is a minimum of 24 G's.
adopted in 1988 defined measurable performance A 1993 report (9) by Hardy at the Cranfield
standards for assessing occupant protection from Institute in England documented tests with CRDs
crash injuries as well as structural performance of available in the United Kingdom. Impact tests were
the seat and restraint system. Dynamic impact test performed with CRDs restrained on an airplane
conditions and the pass-fail criteria are specified seat. Forward facing CRDs were tested at an im-
in the FAR. Two test conditions are specified, a pact severity of 22 Gpk, and aft facing devices were
horizontal and a vertical impact orientation. The tested at 16 Gpk. The Cranfield report noted few,
responses recorded from anthropomorphic test if any, of the automotive child restraints built to
dummies (ATDs) occupying the seats during the meet automobile standards would pass the require-

ments in an airplane seat. Hardy concluded that
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some of the CRDs tested in the Cranfield study environment in front of the CRD, such as a dash
would perform satisfactorily at a reduced impact panel or front seat.
severity. He also noted the survivable crash con- Significant differences exist between the test
dition associated with transport airplane seats is fixture specified in FMVSS-213 and the typical
less severe than automobile standards applied for transport airplane passenger seat. Figure 1.1 illus-
CRDs. trates some of these differences. These dissimi-

The Cranfield study also included lap held larities can affect the overall performance of a CRD
children with and without supplementary restraints when dynamically tested. Some of the most no-
attached to the adult's lap belt. The implications table differences are:
drawn from these tests and noted by Hardy are sig-
nificant. First, placing unrestrained children on 1. Lap belts on the FMVSS-213 fixture are
the lap of an adult is "..likely to promote fatalities attached at locations that are geometrically differ-
and injuries to these children in an impact situa- ent from a typical airplane passenger seat. The
tion." Second, supplementary restraints for lap held inboard and outboard belt anchor points on the
children "..may promote other injuries due to the automotive test fixture are at different heights. A
manner in which the restraining forces will be trans- line passing through the belt anchor points is not
mitted to the children." parallel to the lateral line defined by the seat back

pivot axis. The lap belts on an airplane seat are
CHILD RESTRAINTS - usually located near a horizontal lateral line pass-
CURRENT PERFORMANCE STANDARDS ing through the cushion reference point (CRP).

This difference results in a more vertical lap belt
The approval method in FMVSS-213 strictly path over the CRD in the airplane seat.

specifies the test fixtures, procedures, impact con-
ditions, and pass-fail criteria. For portable child 2. The seat back on the FMVSS-213 test fix-
restraints, there is no allowance to address the per- ture does not rotate forward in a manner represen-
formance of the CRD in a vehicle environment tative of airplane passenger seats during the impact.
other than the defined test method. The fixtures It is common for passenger seats to have breakover
used to certify CRDs are not representative of the seat backs as a convenience feature. On seats with
installation of a CRD in an airplane passenger seat. breakover backs, the seat back can be rotated for-
FMVSS-213 test fixtures are designed to represent ward to a horizontal position by pushing on the
an automobile seat with the lap belts and shoulder seat back, nominally with 30 pounds of force ap-
strap anchored geometrically at locations typical plied at the top of the back. (Regulations prohibit
in automobiles. There is no allowance to include the installation of seats with breakover backs at
structures which represent the vehicle's interior certain locations in the cabin). The combined ef-
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fects of breakover seat backs and aft row occupant Horizontal Impact Test Pulses
impact forces transferred through the seat back are FMVSS-213 and FAR 25 5,2

not evaluated by FMVSS-213. 0 I "Y

3. A specific restraint system is not prescribed - ,"

by FMVSS-213. Modem automobile restraints use 0 -10 - /" ; - :"
a short fixed-length strap on one side. The tension I' FAR
of the belts and shoulder straps is automatically 1 5- '-
adjusted by the retractor mechanism in the inertia < , , , ,
reel. Typically, an automobile buckle is positioned U,-20V- - j

"

FM VSS-213to the inboard side of the occupant when in use. -25 I ,
Airplane passenger seat belts are manually ad- 0 25 50 75 100 125 150 175 200

justed, and the range of adjustment is limited. The Time (Milliseconds)

buckle on an airplane passenger seat is centered Velocity for Both Tests 44 ft/sec

over the lower abdomen when adjusted by an adult
occupant.

4. The buckle release mechanisms differ. Figure 1.2

Modem automobile buckles are smaller and have
a push button release. Airplane buckles are usu- COMPARISON:
ally as wide as the two inch webbing of the belts FMVSS-213 AND FAR 25.562.
and have a lift-latch type release. Space above the
buckle is required to lift the release plate when re- There are similarities between the pass-fail
moving the belts. criteria in FMVSS-213 and FAR 25.562. Both

have requirements for structural integrity. Head
5. The available lateral space for the installa- injury protection, measured by the Head Injury

tion of a CRD on airplane seats is limited to the Criteria (HIC), is specified in both regulations. The
distance between the arm rests. Typically, this HIC is determined from a numerical compuation
distance is 16.5 to 17.5 inches on economy class performed on head acceleration data. If the value
seats. On most economy class seats the arm rests resulting from the HIC computation exceeds 1000,
can by raised to a stowed position which provides which is considered as an indication of the onset
additional space. However, seats in some rows of serious injury, the criteria in the regulations is
have non-stowable arm rests which may prohibit not met. The HIC is applied only in cases of head
some CRDs' installation. The FMVSS-213 fix- contact with surrounding structures in the FAR.
ture has no arm rests and provides a wide unob- Certification of airplane seats often includes rep-
structed cushion for CRD installation. resentative structures and furnishings in the prox-

imity of the seat installation. HIC is also computed
Foreign sanudards for child restraints differ from the FMVSS-213 test procedure. However,

from FMVSS-213. Canada and Australia require there is no structure placed in front of the CRD in
a tether strap to secure the CRD to a fixed point on the automotive standard. The only potential head
the vehicle. The requirement for a tether strap will strike structures are the CRD and the padded seat
prohibit the installation of these devices on trans- fixture. A maximum head forward excursion limit
port passenger seats unless the device has been of 32 inches from the seat back pivot axis is speci-
approved for airplane use without the tether by the fled in FMVSS-21 3. This forward excursion dis-
responsible authorities. Test fixtures and impact tance is representative of the clearance for a CRD
severity are also different among the foreign stan- installed on the front passenger seat in an automo-
dards. However, foreign approval methods rely bile (10).
on automobile test procedures as the means of The impact severity for the horizontal test
measuring performance. Thus, the effects of dif- condition in FAR 25.562 is significantly less than
ferences between automobile and airplane seats the required test in FMVSS-213. Shown in Figure
apply to foreign approved CRDs as well those ap- 1.2, the peak deceleration in FMVSS-213 is a mini-
proved in the US. mum of 24 G's. The minimum peak acceleration

in FAR 25.562 is 16 G's. The FAR requires a
second test condition that is a vertical impact ori-
entation. For transport category aircraft, the verti-
cal impact severity is less than the horizontal test
severity. Its main purpose is to insure occupant

4



spinal loads do not exceed a specified criterion of the lap belts. Occupant head excursion was in-
1500 pounds. eluded in this factor.

Another important difference exists in the
pass-fail criteria of the two regulations. Any evi- Factor 3: Occupant protection. Occupant pro-
dence that the lower torso restraints load the ab- tection was assessed from biomechanical responses
dominal region above the pelvis are cause for acquired from the child ATDs. Included were head
rejection by the FAR. FMVSS-213 does not pro- and chest accelerations required for approval as
hibit abdominal loading. In fact, the primary load defined by FMVSS-213. The pass/fail criterion in
path for some CRDs is directly into the upper ab- the automotive regulation require that the result-
dominal region. ant chest accleration not exceed 60 G's for over

three milliseconds. Potential head injury was as-
sessed by the HIC. Head acceleration data were
acquired only in tests where head contact on struc-
tures occurred. An experimental method to inca-

Part 11 sure abdominal forces induced by the CRD was
Child Restraints - Research Project also evaluated.

The test conditions and devices for the series
A project was initiated by the FAA Civil Aero- of tests in this project were not selected for the

medical Institute (CAMI) Biodynamics Research purpose of validating the CRDs' performance per
Section to evaluate approved CRDs currently used the requirements of FMVSS-2 I 3. Rather, the goal
in commercial air transport operations. There were of the protocol was to investigate the above fac-
no specific "pass/fail" criteria for the CRDs tested tors under the impact conditions considered sur-
by the conditions of this project. Rather, the ob- vivable in modem transport category airplane seats.
jective was to evaluate performance factors such
as installation difficulties, physical interface with CRD TEST SPECIMENS
the airplane seat, retention of occupant, and analy-
sis of injury potential by biomechanical responses Table 2.! lists the models of child restraints
from the ATDs. Representation of the physical evaluated in this test program. The CRDs provided
environment surrounding the seat-restraint instal- for this dynamic test project were classified into
lation in a transport airplane was included in the five types, and normal passenger seat lap belts
test protocol. were included as the sixth type of restraint system.

Figure 2.1 displays the weight ranges for the types
PERFORMANCE FACTORS of child r( traints tested in this project. The six

types of CRDs are described by the following:
The three performance factors examined by

dynamic impact sled tests with CRDs were as fol- 1. Booster Seats. Booster seats are designed
lows: for children who wcigh in the range of 30 to 60

pounds. These seats are a raised platform base on
Factor 1: Fit and adjustment. The physical which the child sits. A front shield, over which the

interface between the CRD and a passenger seat lap belts are routed, covers the abdominal area of
was addressed by this factor. This factor included the occupant. Booster seats do not have a back or
an assessment of lap belt interface and proper ad- side shell. There are no integral belts to restrain
justment of the CRD installed in a passenger seat. the child. Depending on the model, some booster
Ergonomic considerations as well as observations seats can be used without the front shield if a shoul-
concerning potential misuse or incorrect installa- der strap is available. Four booster seats were
tion were also considered. tested in this project. All were labeled as meeting

FMVSS-213 and certified for use in airplanes.
Factor 2: Dynamic performance. This factor

was based on an evaluation of observations and 2. Forward Facing Convertible Carriers.
measurements from impact tests with the CRD These devices are designed to be installed forward
installed in an airplane passenger seat. The dy- facing in the vehicle seat for children weighing
namic test condition was the 16 Gpk, 44 ft/sec more than 20 pounds. For children who weigh less
impact pulse as defined in FAR 25.562. The evalu- than 20 pounds, the convertible carrier CRD is in-
ation included dynamic displacement, interaction stalled facing aft. Many have a maximum occu-
with breakover seat backs, and compatibility with pant weight restriction of 40 pounds. All

convertible carriers provide shoulder straps as part

5



CHILD OCCUPANT
RESTRAINT WEIGHT RANGEceT1FIER MODEL TYPE (LBS)

A CENTURY COMMANDER BOOSTER

a KOICRAFT TOT-RIDER QUICKSTEP BOOSTER

C CENTURY CR-3 BOOSTER

D COSCO EXPLORER 1 BOOSTER

E BRITAX (UK AUTO SEAT) CONVERTIBLE

F KOLCRAFT DIAL-A-FIT II CONVERTIBLE AFT FACING

G FISHER PRICE CAR SEAT CONVERTIBLE LESS THAN 20

H EVENFLOW ONESTEP 402 CONVERTIBLE

J CENTURY3000 STE CONVERTIBLE
__________FORWARD

K EVENFLOW 7 CONVERTIBLE FACING 20
TO 40

L CENTURY 2000 CONVERTIBLE

M COSCO TLC INFANT CAR SEAT AFT FACING

N EVENFLOW JOYRIDE CAR SEAT / AFT FACING

P CENTURY 580 INFANT CAR SEAT AFT FACING LESS THAN 20

a CENTURY 4500 INFANT LOVE SEAT AFT FACING

R CENTURY 4560 SDL AFT FACING

AVIATION FURNISHINGS CARECHAIR 6 TO 36
2040-1 FORWARD FACING ONTHS

T UITLE CARGO HARNESS 25 TO 40

BELLY BELT LAP HELD CHILD RESTRAINT 0 TO 24
MONTHS

LAP BELTS GENERIC - STANDARD LAP BELTS ANY AGE

Table 2.1

of the CRD. This type of CRD has a back and side 3. Aft Facing Carriers. These CRDs are only
protection shell. Not all models of convertible for small children weighing less than 20 pounds.
carriers have a rigid front shield. Some have a pad- There is no shield over the chest or abdomen of
ded "Y" plate integral to the shoulder straps on the the child. Adjustable shoulder straps are provided
CRD. These devices are usually installed by rout- integral to the CRD. Typically, an aft facing car-
ing the vehicle lap belts through a path provided rier for small children is installed by tightening the
on the back of the forward facing CRD. Six vehicle lap belts through slots on the top side of
FMVSS-213 approved convertible carriers and one the CRD. This type of device should not be in-
U.K. approved (ECE-44) convertible carrier were stalled forward or side facing, i.e., the CRDs are
tested in this project. non -convertible. Five aft facing non-convertible

One forward facing carrier included in this carriers were included in these tests. All five aft
project was a CRD device designed specifically facing CRDs were sold in the United States and
for use in an airplane passenger seat. CRD S was certified for use in airplanes.
designed for forward facing installation. The range
of occupant size for CRD S was children between 4. Torso Harness. The fourth type of CRD is
the ages of 6 months and 3 years. It includes an a torso harness designed for children weighing
integral 5-point restraint with a rotary release between 25 and 40 pounds. These are forward fac-
buckle. The seat back is hinged to allow the de- ing restraints fabricated with webbing. There is
vice to fold for storage in an overhead bin. This no rigid shell or platform with these harness de-
device met the European Community Standard vices. The CRD attaches to the vehicle's lap belts
ECE-44 standard for child restraints, by passing the belts through a loop sewn on the

6
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Figure 2.1

back side of the harness. Harness systems are rela- the "Child Restraint and Air Bag Interaction"
tively new products. They have the convenience (CRABI) dummy being developed by the Society
of being lightweight, compact, and easy to install, of Automotive Engineers (SAE) Infant Dummy
There are at least three models that currently meet Task Group (11). The CRABI dummy has provi-
the requireme. s of FMVSS-213 and certified for sions for head and chest instrumentation. The
use in airplanes. fourth ATD was an experimental 24-month old

ATD identified as CAMIX. Table 2.2 lists some
5. Lap Held Child Restraint. Commonly iden- of the key anthropomorphic dimensions of these

tified as the "belly belt," this device restrains a ATDs.
small child (less than two years old) on the lap of The CAMIX ATD, pictured in Figure 2.2, was
an adult. Although not approved for use in auto- developed by Richard Chandler and Joe Young at
mobiles by any standards, the belly-belt is certi- CAMI for the primary purpose of measuring ab-
fied for use in airplanes by the Civil Aviation dominal pressure loads induced by restraint sys-
Authority of the UK. tems during dynamic tests. The design of the ATD

includes articulated limbs, a cast metal pelvis, and
6. Passenger Seat Lap Belts. Children of any an abdominal cavity for fluid pressure instrumen-

age are allowed to be restrained by the lap belts tation. The pressure measurement system was
provided on the passenger seat. Therefore, tests comprised of a 500 ml. water-filled intravenous
with normal lap belts were conducted for compari- fluid bag. A pressure transducer was attached to
son with the add-on devices described in types I the fluid bag by means of a plastic tube. Figure
through 5 above. 2.3 shows the system installed in the CAMIX ATD.

This was an experimental ATD intended to mea-
ANTHROPOMORPHIC TEST DUMMIES sure relative differences in abdominal loading from

tests with various CRDs. The abdominal pressure
Four types of child ATDs were utilized in instrumentation was also installed in the 6 months

these tests. Two are standard child ATDs as de- old CRABI ATD for selected tests. The water
fined in 49 CFR Part 572: the three-year-old Part olume in the fluid bag was reduced to 300 ml.
572-C with instrumentation, and 6-month old non- when installed in the CRABI ATD. Only one ab-
instrumented "bean bag" Part 572-D. The third dominal pressure measurement per test was pos-
type was an articulated 6-month old identified as sible.

7



Figure 2.2 Figure 2.3

ATD Anthropometry
PART 572-D PART 572-C PART 572-6

ATD INDENTIFIER: 6 MONTH CRABI CAMIX 3-YR OLD HYBRID II

AGE (MONTHS) 6 6 24 36 ADULT

WEIGHT (LBS) 17.4 17.2 27.2 33.3 170.0

STATURE (INCHES) 26.5 26.3 34.0 38.4 67.0

SITTING HEIGHT (INCHES) 17.5 17.4 20.3 22.5 35.7

WAIST CIRCUMFERENCE (INCHES) 17.3 16.7 18.1 21.0 32.0

HIP BREADTH (INCHES) 6.3 5.9 7.3 7.3 14.7

HEAD CIRCUMFERENCE (INCHES) 16.4 17.4 19.2 19.3 22.5

Table 2.2

There were no established injury criteria for airplane seat. Any indication that the belts move
this abdominal pressure measurement. Avoidance above the prominence of the anterior iliac spine of
of loads in the soft tissues of the abdomen was the test dummy, thus loading the abdomen, is cause
considered a critical factor in restraint perfor- for rejection of the seat certification.
mance. Previous studies to measure abdominal A 50th percentile Hybrid II male, specified
intrusion and pressure in child restraint tests have in 49 CFR Part 572-B, was used in tests to evalu-
identified this factor as an important component ate the lap position belly belt CRD. The 50th per-
of restraint performance (12,13). FAR 25.562 centile ATD was also used to induce aft row
requires that lap belt restraints must remain on adult occupant impact loads on breakover seat backs.
ATD's pelvis during the impact test to certify an
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PASSENGER SEAT SPECIMENS

Economy class triple position transport pas-
senger seats were obtained for this project. The
seats are considered typical in construction and
dimensions of passenger seats currently in service.
These seats were complete assemblies with arm-
rests, backs, tray tables, and cushions. Standard
passenger seat lap belts were provided with the
seats. All of the seats used in this project were the
same model, with the exception of one seat having
tray tables in the fixed armrests.

The only modification made to the seats was
a seat back breakover lockout plate which was in-
stalled on selected tests to inhibit forward rotation
of the seat back. For tests with unlocked seat back
breakover, the breakover mechanism was adjusted Figure 2.4
to initiate forward rotation of the seat back with a
30 pound horizontal force applied at the top of the the rollers decelerates the sled. Control of the im-
tray table. pact pulse shape is determined by the number of

wires, placement in the wire pattern, and the lengths
INSTRUMENTATION of wires.

The biomechanical responses obtained from TEST SLED CONFIGURATION
the tests were dependent on the particular ATDs
installed for each test as well as the test configura- Figure 2.4 shows the impact sled configura-
tion. Head impact accelerations were recorded only tion for the horizontal tests of this project. Di-
when there was likelihood of head contact. Thus, mensions of the double row seat installation
head impact responses from forward row ATDs represented by the sled test setup are shown in Fig-
were not recorded. Chest accelerations were re- ure 2.5. Fixtures were installed on the sled to mount
corded if the ATD had provisions for chest instru- the seats in forward orientation. There was no yaw
mentation. or pitch relative to the impact vector. The fixtures

Photometric cameras were positioned on both on the sled permitted single row and double row
sides of the impact area to provide accurate cover- installations of the passenger seats. Double row
age of the left and right seating positions when tests were conducted with 32 inch seat pitch be-
multiple occupants tests were conducted. High tween the seats, which is representative of an
speed video recordings were obtained from a "best economy class cabin. In most tests, more than one
view" camera perspective for qualitative analysis. CRD was installed in the triple position passenger

seats. Vertical impact tests were all single row
TEST FACILITY AND METHODS with the floor for the seat mounted on a 60 degree

pitch fixture. Figure 2.6 is a photo of the vertical
This project was conducted at the CAMI Bio- test setup.

dynamics Research Section dynamic impact labo-
ratory. The CAMI impact sled system is a TEST VARIABLES
horizontal deceleration facility. Fixtures and test
specimens are installed on a ten by five foot sled The primary variable of the tests was the con-
mounted on a 150 foot long parallel circular rail figuration of the passenger seats. Three types of
track. The sled is accelerated gently (<0.4 G) to configurations were conducted: 1) single row, 3)
the impact velocity by means of a falling weight double row, and 3) vertical orientation. These con-
attached through a wire rope and pulley system. figurations are defined as follows:

A controlled deceleration pulse is produced
with a wire brake mechanism. The moving sled Single Row Tests. Single row test configura-
contacts a set of 0.235 inch diameter steel wires tions were conducted to evaluate the CRDs per-
placed across the track at the impact site. As the formance without interaction from aft row occupant
sled moves into the wire pattern, the wires are loads. Important measurements obtained from the
pulled through rollers anchored to the laboratory single row tests were the maximum excursions of
floor. The force required to pull the wires through

9



an angle of 30 degrees below the horizontal axis
of the vehicle. In this orientation, 86% of the im-

2,-5 14.0W Ok Ag. pact momentum vector is parallel with the vertical
axis of the seat. Only aft facing CRDs were tested
in the vertical orientation.

Pk---ch" "Part III
Child Restraints - Performance Tests

32 The following results and observations from
this series are arranged by the classification of

Figure 2.5 CRDs as presented above. The performance of
each class of CRD is summarized in the three pre-
viously defined categories of performance factors.

BOOSTER SEATS

Figure 3.1 shows a test setup with booster
seats. As shown in Table 3.1, six horizontal tests
were conducted with booster seats identified as

~' CRDs A, B, C, and D. The three single row tests
provided information pertaining to the physical
accommodation and dynamic performance of the
CRDs. One of the single row tests was conducted
with locked seat backs, and two tests performed
with seat back breakover allowed. The three double

Figure 2.6 row tests included an adult ATD placed in the aft
row seat. This configuration provided an evalua-

the CRD and ATD. Both locked and unlocked seat tion of the combined effects of seat back breakover,
backs were included in the single row tests. This aft row occupant impact, and the booster seats with
test configuration is similar to the FMVSS-213 test no back shell. In four of these tests, one booster
orientation. seat was occupied with the CAMIX ATD instru-

mented to measure abdominal pressure. Head path
Double Row Tests. A number of different and chest accelerations were acquired from the

variables were investigated using the double row standard 3-year old ATD. Applying the three per-
test setup. With CRDs installed in the forward
row seats, it was possible to evaluate the effects of
an adult occupant in the aft row impacting the for-
ward seat back and its occupant. Placing the CRDs
in the aft row provided head impact responses if
the deflection of the CRD resulted in head contact
of the child ATD against the forward row seat. The
placement of CRDs in the aft row also provided
data regarding installation problems, such as con-
tact interference with the forward row seat and
cross aisle blockage. Double row tests were also
conducted with the belly belt CRD.

Vertical Orientation. The impact orientation
for vertical tests was the same as specified in FAR
25.562. This is not a pure vertical impact condi- Figure 3.1
tion. The impact velocity vector is aligned with

10



BOOSTER SEATS CHEST ABDOMEN HEAD FWD

ACCEL. PRESSURE EXCURSION

TEST # SEAT POSITION (1) CRD ATD G's PSI INCHES (2)

RIGHT (L) A 3 YR-OLD 24.0

A93035 SINGLE ROW CENTER (L) B CAMIX 20.8

LEFT (L) C 3 YR-OLD 36.1 32.1

RIGHT (B) D (2) 3 YR-OLD 31.1

A93036 SINGLE ROW CENTER (B) C CAMIX 19.5

LEFT (B) B 3 YR-OLD 24.5 35.7

CENTER (B) B 3 YR-OLD 50.4FWD ROW
A93037 LEFT (L) C CAMIX 19.8

AFT ROW CENTER (B) ADULT 50%

FWD ROW CENTER (B) C 3 YR-OLD 31.1A93038

AFT ROW CENTER (B) ADULT50%

FWD ROW CENTER (B) C CAMIX 59.5A93048 _____

AFT ROW CENTER (B) ADULT 50%

A93100 SINGLE ROW CENTER (B) D (3) 1 3 YR-OLD 39.3 31.1

(1) L= LOCKED SEAT BACK B = BREAKOVER SEAT BACK

(2) HEAD EXCURSION MEASURED FROM FMVSS-213 SEAT PIVOT LINE

(3) CRD D WAS RE-TESTED ON A931 00 TO ACQUIRE HEAD PATH DATA

Table 3.1

three performance factors, the results from the With CRDs A and C, the seat belt buckle was
booster seat tests were: too wide for the recessed path molded in the shield.

This resulted in an angle between the buckle and
1. Fit and Adjustment. The space between the correct webbing path over the shield. One ef-

the arm rests on the passenger seats used for this fect of the incompatibility between the buckle
series was 17.25 inches. One booster seat, CRD width and webbing path over the shield is a devia-
D, was too wide to be installed in this space with- tion in the webbing path on the shield. The result-
out raising one arm rest to a stowed position. Ap- ing path of the webbing across the shield is not
proximately 21 inches of lateral clearance are according to the manufacturer's instructions. De-
needed for CRD D. In most transport aircraft there pending on the alternative method the installer
are seat locations with non-stowable armrests. chooses for securing the lap belt over the booster,
Examples include front row seats, seats aft of cabin the dynamic performance of the CRD can be com-
walls, and exit row seats. Thus, the correct instal- promised (14).
lation of larger width CRDs can be dependent on
location of the passenger seat. 2. Dynamic Performance. The front shield

When CRD B was installed and the airplane on CRD A failed during a single row test. The
seat lap belts were tightened over the front shield, shield detached from the plastic tube on the left
the buckle interfered with a webbing retainer on side of platform of the CRD. This CRD shield
the CRD shield. The webbing retainer could not snaps on to the plastic tube when in use. Although
be used. Figure 3.2 shows position of the web- the shield did not detach on the right side of the
bing retainer relative to the buckle. Bypassing the platform, the 3-year old ATD in the CRD trans-
webbing retainer did not comply with the lated forward and rotated over the unlatched shield.
manufacturer's instructions attached to the CRD. The ATD did not eject from the CRD; however,

retention of the occupant was unsatisfactory as
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3 YEAR OLD ATD
HEAD PATHS CADS (A93036o

CRD C (A9303,5

- CRC D iA93100

PHANTOM FORVV I 9D ROW SE A'

AT 32 INCH PITCH

FMVSS213 // 1 FMVSS 213
PIVOT REF MHEAD

Figure 3.2 Figure 3.3

viewed from the films of the test. The exact cause these breakover forces may include the abdominal
of the shield failure was not identified. Post test region.
inspection of the CRD revealed the plastic tube on Shown in Table 3.1, the CAMIX ATD with
the left side of the platform had deformed elasti- abdominal pressure instrumentation was utilized
cally. Discoloration on the plastic tube where de- in four tests with booster seats. The test matrix
formations occurred were evident. The ATDs were included abdominal pressure measurement during
retained in tests with the other three booster seats. three different seat back breakover conditions: 1)

Head excursion paths for booster CRDs B, C, no seat breakover; 2) normal breakover with no
and D are shown in Figure 3.3 and the measured aft row occupant impact; 3) normal breakover com-
values are indicated in Table 3.1. These data show bined with an aft row adult occupant impact. These
that head contact will occur if the seat back does are three common seat locations in transport air-
not move. Because these data were acquired from planes.
single row tests, there were no head impacts re- The quantitative results acquired from the ab-
corded. Thus, the HIC was not computed. dominal pressure device can not be applied as an

Figure 3.3 also illustrates the maximum head injury criterion. However, compared to the data
excursion for these three booster CRD tests. CRDs from single row tests, there was a distinct and sig-
B and C exceeded the allowable forward excur- nificant difference in the abdominal pressure re-
sion specified in FMVSS-213, though the impact sponse from the test condition with seat back
pulse was a lower severity than the automotive breakover combined with an aft row adult occu-
standard. These results demonstrate measurable pant. Shown in Figure 3.4 are abdominal pressure
performance differences for CRDs tested in air-
plane seats versus the approval method in the cur- Abdominal Pressure
rent standard. Booster Seats- CAMIX AlT

60.

3. Occupant Protection. A key concern for 0 . ... * ... ... CAM.
booster seats used in airplane seats is the combined .. .
effect of seat back breakover and aft row occupant .. ........
impact. With no back shell, the typical booster
seat does not provide protection from the forces W
transmitted by the airplane seat back during hori- .
zontal impact conditions. Traditionally, restraint -

systems in airplanes have been designed to avoid -o,,0,
loads transmitted to the soft tissues of the abdo- 0 50 oo 150 200 250 300 350
men. A child restrained in a booster seat may be Time (Milliseconds)

forced against the rigid shield of the booster due A93035, 036, 037 A93048

to the seat back breakover action. For the intended
size of children in booster seats, the load path of

Figure 3.4
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Figure 3.5

Second, the peak magnitude of the pressure
Chest Acceleration pulse at the time of aft row occupant contact is

50 Booster Seats -3 Year-Old ATO distinct and significantly higher than pressure prior
CAMI to contact. From the time correlation of film and

.40 .---------------------- - ------ ---------------- recorded data, the pressure pulse occurred simul-
* itaneously with the aft row occupant impact on the

z .seat back. The peak pressure was 59.5 psig, ap-
20 ------- i --------- - ------- ---------------- ------- proximately three times greater than the peaks from

- the three single row tests.
10 --- L........... - - 1------- Chest acceleration measurements acquired

0 a . from a standard 3-year old ATD in booster seat50 100 150 200 250 o tests were within the accepted limit specified in
Time (Milliseconds) FMVSS-213 (60 Gs maximum). Figure 3.6 shows
A93035 A93037 the acceleration results from these tests. The high-

est chest peak acceleration recorded occurred on
test A93037 which was a double row test. The

Figure 3.6 peak chest acceleration occurred coincident with
the aft row adult impacting the breakover seat back.

Summary - Booster Seat Tests
response data from four tests. The high-magni-
tude short-duration abdominal pressure pulse was With the four booster CRDs tested in this se-
recorded in test A93048, which included an aft row ries, three had fit and adjustment problems. In-
occupant and seat back breakover. This pressure stallation difficulties with one CRD were attributed
pulse occurred simultaneously with the aft row to the limited width between arm rests on the air-
adult ATD striking the back of the seat occupied plane passenger seat. The incompatibility between
by the CAMIX ATD restrained in a booster seat. the buckle and the webbing path molded in the front
Figure 3.5 presents a sequence of three frames ex- shield on two booster CRDs altered the web path
tracted from high speed video recorded during test and buckle position of the tightened lap belts. The
A93048. resulting variance in the webbing path over the

There are two important observations to be front shield is not in compliance with the
noted from Figure 3.4. First, the abdominal pres- manufacturer's instructions, indicating that they can
sure response before the aft row occupant impacts not be correctly installed in an airplane seat.
the seat back during test A93048 is similar to the One of the four booster CRDs failed structur-
responses from the other three tests, A93035, -036, ally during the 16 Gpk, 44 ft/sec test. The poten-
and -037. The seat back was locked on tests tial for head impact on a forward row locked seat
A93035 and -037. Seat back breakover was al- back at 32 inch pitch was measured from photo-
lowed on test A93036. These three tests were con- metric data with 3-year old ATDs tested in the
ducted with no occupant in the aft row seat. Thus, three other booster CRDs. The maximum forward
there is no obvious effect on the abdominal pres- head excursion from tests with two of the CRDs
sure measurement due solely to seat back break- exceeded the distance allowed in FMVSS-213,
over. which has a higher severity impact test condition.
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Figure 3. Figure 3.8

The peak abdominal pressure response from the installer to route and adjust the lap belts through
the CAMIX ATD was significantly higher in the the back of the CRD. Second, on seats with
test with seat back breakover and aft row occupant non-stowable arm rests, the width of the CRD may
impact on the seat. The highest peak chest accel- inhibit installation or adversely affect proper ad-
eration from a 3-year old ATD was also measured justment.
in the same test configuration. Data from tests With the lap belts routed through the backs of
conducted with no aft row occupant impact did not CRDs F and J per the manufacturer's instructions,
exhibit a significant effect on abdominal pressure the CRDs were unacceptably loose. This was due
or chest acceleration due solely to seat back to vertical path of the lap belt securing the device
breakover. to the seat. The CRDs could be moved forward

approximately six inches, even with the lap belts
FORWARD FACING adjusted to the minimum length. Dynamic tests
CONVERTIBLE CARRIERS with these loosely secured CRDs would obviously

result in poor performance. To test CRDs F and J,
Figure 3.7 shows a typical double row test a modified lap belt was utilized. The photo in

with forward facing convertible carriers. Table 3.2 Figure 3.8 shows the short fixed-length adaptor
presents the seven tests of this series. Eight mod- used to achieve an acceptable fit with these CRDs.
els of CRDs were tested, including one foreign The poor interface with the airplane lap belts re-
device built specifically for use in an airplane pas- suiting in a very loose fit should be considered a
senger seat. The test matrix included five double misuse condition.
row tests with the CRDs installed in the rear seat. Another characteristic common to this type
The forward row seat was unoccupied and the seat of CRD was the nearly vertical angle of the air-
backs were locked in the double row tests. All plane lap belts restraining the CRDs. When in-
tests of forward facing convertible seats were con- stalled per the manufacturers' instructions, the path
ducted with the standard 3-year old ATD instru- angle of the lap belts from the airplane seat attach-
mented to measure head and chest accelerations. ment to the CRD ranged from 85 to 93 degrees
The two single row tests were conducted to mea- above horizontal. This vertical load path does not
sure the 3-year old ATD' s head excursion with this produce an effective restraint of forward motion.
type of CRD. An angle greater than 90 degrees means the seat

The results from the forward facing device belt anchor is forward of the CRD's belt path.
tests were: During horizontal impact conditions, the CRD

must translate forward until the belt path angle is
1. Fit and Adjustment. This type of CRD is significantly less than 90 degrees for belt tension

the most difficult to install in the confines of a forces to restrain the CRD. Automotive research
coach class airplane passenger seat environment, has identified similar effects of the belt anchorage
Two limiting factors affect the ease of installation location on the performance of child restraints (15).
and proper adjustment. First, the limited space in
front of normal row seats restricts the access of
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FORWARD FACING CONVERTIBLES

CHEST
ACCEL.

TEST # AIRPLANE SEAT POSITION (1) CRD ATD G's HIC

FWD ROW EMPTY (L)
A93044

AFT ROW CENTER (B) S 3 Y-OLD 49.8 1131

A93045 SINGLE ROW CENTER (L) S 3 Y-OLD 40.9

FWD ROW EMPTY (L)
A93049

AFT ROW LEFT (B) E 3 Y-OLD 50.8 1477

FWD ROW EMPTY (L)

A93052 LEFT (B) G 3 Y-OLD 45.8 1246
AFT ROW

CENTER (B) F 3 Y-OLD 51.1 1145

FWD ROW EMPTY (L)

A93053 LEFT (B) J 3 Y-OLD 50.8 1440
AFT ROW

CENTER (B) H 3 Y-OLD 39 682

FWD ROW EMPTY (L)

A93054 LEFT (B) K 3 Y-OLD 54.3 1195
AFT ROW

CENTER (B) L 3 Y-OLD 50.8 996

A93098 SINGLE ROW CENTER (B) F 3 Y-OLD 44.9

(1) L = LOCKED SEAT BACK B = BREAKOVER SEAT BACK

Table 3.2

CRD S, the device designed specifically for The tests with CRD S, the foreign built de-
airplane passenger seats, could be installed with vice for airplanes, had similar results. Forward
minimal effort. The lap belts route over a metal excursion of the CRD and head contact with the
plate structure between the CRD's seat cushion and forward row seat resulted in a HIC of 1131. An-
back. There was no interference with the buckle other observation from the single row test with
hardware, and normal length lap belts could be CRD S was the ATD submarining or sliding for-
tightened manually to secure the device, ward beneath the restraints. The 5-point harness

prohibited complete release of the ATD.
2. Dynamic Performance. Figure 3.9 shows There were no significant structural failures

the head excursion measured from single row test noted in these tests. The metal insert fitting on the
A93098 with CRD E Due to the interface prob- torso restraint integral to CRD G bent during test
lems with this type of CRD, the forward dynamic A93052. This fitting activates an automatic re-
excursion was a primary concern. The figure in- tractor mechanism that adjusts the torso restraints
dicates that head contact will occur if the forward when inserted in the latch on the front of the CRD
row seat back does not rotate forward. Figure seat pan. The bent fitting released the tension on
3.10 presents three frames from the high speed film the torso restraint and would not re-engage the
recorded during test A93052 with CRD F. Head automatic retractor.
excursion was not measured from double row tests,
but head contact with the forward row seat back 3. Occupant Protection. As noted above,
occurred with all seven of the FMVSS-213 certi- head contact with the forward row seat back oc-
fied models tested in this series. curred with the eight forward facing convertible

CRDs tested in the double row configuration.
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a 5-------------S
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Time (Milliseconds)

CRD G CRD F

Figure 3.9 Figure 3.11

Table 3.2 lists the HIC results from these tests. ment for two washers on the seat back recline pivot
Figure 3.11 shows typical head impact accelera- bolt. The anchor locations were part of the exist-
tion responses acquired from two of these tests. ing seat structure. The seat back recline pivot bolt
Six of eight of HIC results exceeded the pass/fail location is common on many coach class seats. It
value of 1000. Peak chest acceleration values were is supported by the structure forming the arm rest
all less than the 60 Gpk maximum specified in attachment.
FMVSS-213. The anchor point was located 4.5 inches aft

and 4.8 inches above the normal seat belt attach-
MODIFIED SEAT BELTS TESTS ment. A shortened lap belt with standard buckle

and hardware was installed on these modified an-
To investigate a means of reducing the hori- chors. The shortened belts reduced the minimum

zontal dynamic excursion with these CRDs, a adjustment length and allowed the belts to be firmly
modified seat belt location was examined. The tightened.
objective was to limit forward excursion by mov- Forward facing convertible CRDs E, G, and
ing the lap belt anchor points aft and up from the L were tested with the modified anchor on the rear
normal location. The airplane passenger seat was seat of a double row test. Table 3.3 lists the tests
modified to include an alternate lap belt anchor and data acquired. With these three CRDs, the
location. This anchor hardware was a common angle of the lap belt path from the anchor point to
airplane seat belt attachment. The hardware is contact with the CRD was 50, 30, and 65 degrees,
constructed of a 0.070 inch stainless steel hinged respectively, above horizontal. The forward dy-
strap with a belt attachment fitting on one end. namic excursions of the CRDs and the ATDs were
Figure 3.12 shows a photo of CRD G with the seat significantly reduced. No head contact with the
belts attached to the modified anchor attachment. forward row seat back occurred during these tests.
Left and right anchors were installed as a replace- ATD head paths from these tests are shown in Fig-

Figure 3.10
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ure 3.13. Peak chest acceleralion, from the modi-
fied belt anchor tests %ere less than 35 G's for all
three CRDs.

Summary - Forward Facing Convertible Carriers

Two of the torward facing convertible CRI)s
could not be secured satisfactorily in the airplane
passenger seat. HIC results were aboxe 10) in
double row tests with six of the eight forward fac-
ing convertible CRDs tested in this series. Fit and
adjustment problems, particularly with the inter-
face to the airplane seat lap belts. were factors that
resulted in forward excursion of the CRDs during
dynamic tests. There were no significant struc-
tural failures. Peak chest accelerations were less
than the maximum of 60 Gpk defined in FMVSS-
213.

By moving the seat belt anchor point on the
passenger seat aft to the seat back recline pivot
bolt, a more effective load path for restraining the
CRDs was demonstrated. Head excursions were
significantly reduced with the modified anchor

Figure 3.12 point. No head contact resulted for all three CRDs
tested with the new anchor point. This modified
belt installation also reduced the difficulties of in-

HEA7OD stalling a CRD in the confined space of a passen-
-c,, ger seat.

AFT FACING CARRIERS
PIIANTOIA FORWARD ROW SEAT

AT 32 INCH PITCH

Figure 3.14 is a photo of a test of aft facing
CRDs in this series. Table 3.4 shows the matrix of
tests with aft facing devices. Eight aft facing CRDs

,W",, POWwere tested in this project. Note that two tests with
(4. IN AFt, 4.8 aft facing CRDs were performed in the vertical

NORMAL BELT orientation. The vertical tests were conducted per
the impact conditions specified in FAR 25.562, i.e.,
14 Gpk with a velocity of 35 ft/sec. A photo of
the vertical impact test setup is shown in Figure

Figur 3.132.6.
Figure 3.13 2 There were two types of aft facing CRDs. The

first type was the non-convertible "aft-facing-only"
CRD. The second type was the convertible car-

MODIFIED SEAT BELT TESTS rier CRD installed aft facing in the airplane pas-

CHEST HEAD senger seat. Three horizontal tests in this series
ACCEL. EXCURSION were double row with one aft facing CRD in the

TEST # CRD ATD (G'S) (INCHES) forward row and one in the aft. The seat back on
the forward row seat was locked. Seat back brea-

A93055 E 3 YR OLD 26.8 24 kover was allowed to occur on the aft row. A stan-
A93056 G 3 YR OLD 30 24.6 dard 6-month old ATD was placed in the forward
A93057 L 3 YR OLD 34.6 21.9 row CRD, and the CRABI ATD was restrained in

the aft row. Four single row tests with the CRABIEXCURSION MEASURED FROM FMVSS-213 PIVOT REF. ATD completed the horizontal test matrix.
CRDS IN AFT ROW, SEAT BACKS WITH BREAKOVER.

Table 3.3
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Figure 3.14 Figure 3.15

The following results apply to these tests: Aft Facing CR0

1. Fit and Adjustment. The non-convertible 50 Aft Facing Camer CRABI ATD

aft-facing-only CRDs M, N, P, Q, and R could be CAMI
installed with minimal effort and secured tightly 40 ----------------- --- ---------------------------
with the airplane lap belts. These devices fit within ,
the available space between the arm rests. Verifi-
cation of proper installation and adjustment could :20 -------..................................
be confirmed by visual inspection. Quick release ..
of the airplane lap belts and rem oval of the CRD 1 ..............

were considered positive features. One character- 0

istic common to these CRDs was the overhang into 0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350
the space between seat rows. The extent of the Time (Milliseconds)

overhang can block the movement of passengers Head Chest
past the CRD and inhibit the forward row passen-
ger from reclining the seat back.

Convertible carriers J and G were tested aft Figure 3.16
facing with 6-month old ATDs. With these two
CRDs, the lap belts are routed over the front of the
CRD in a fashion similar to the non-convertible
devices. Installation, adjustment, verification, and
removal are easily performed. The overhang into was used when these physical interference prob-
the space between seat rows, as noted with the lems occurred.
non-convertible aft-facing CRDs, results in the
same inconvenience to other passengers. 2. Dynamic Performance. There were no

Two factors which affected the fit and adjust- major problems noted with the eight aft facing
ment of the convertible carriers when installed aft CRDs. Forward dynamic excursions were mini-
facing were the length and attachment location of mal during the horizontal tests, particularly with
the fixed-length belt. If the insert fitting on the the aft row installations. The front overhang of
fixed-length belt was situated in the guide slot the CRDs contacted the seat back of the forward
formed in the shell of the CRD, the lap belts could row seat which prevented further horizontal meve-
not be buckled. If the insert was positioned against ment. A significant rebound motion and contact
a rounded surface on the CRD where the belt path with the breakover seat back was noted with the
transitions from horizontal to vertical, the buckle non-convertible CRDs. Figure 3.15 shows the
pivoted upward when lap belt tension was adjusted. maximum observed excursion of CRDs P and Q
As the buckle pivoted, the internal grip on the in test A93056.
webbing was released. Thus, a secure installation Examination of the films from the vertical tests
could not be achieved. A longer fixed-length belt showed satisfactory retention of the CRDs in the

airplane seat. Forward displacement and rotation
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AFT FACING DEVICES - HORIZONTAL AND VERTICAL TESTS

6-MONTHS OLD ATDs

TEST # SEAT POSITION (1) CRD ATD (2) CRD TYPE

FWD ROW LEFT (L) M STD
A93055

AFT ROW LEFT (B) N CRABI NON-CONVERTIBLE

FWD ROW LEFT (L) P STD AFT FACING ONLY

A93056 _ _H

AFT ROW LEFT (B) 0 CRABI 0

FWD ROW LEFT (L) J STD CONVERTIBLE AFT zI

A9357FACING 0
AFT ROW LEFT (B) G CRABI N

T
A93097 SINGLE ROW LEFT (B) N CRABI A

L
A93098 SINGLE ROW LEFT (B) R CRABI NON-CONVERTIBLE

A93099 SINGLE ROW LEFT (B) P CRABI AFT FACING ONLY

A93100 SINGLE ROW LEFT (B) 0 CRABI

SINGLE LEFT (L) N STD NON-CONVERTIBLE V

ROW RCENTER (L) G CRABI CONVERTIBLE T

SINGLE LEFT (L) 0 STD NON-CONVERTIBLE CI

ROW A
ROW CENTER (L) F CRABI CONVERTIBLE L

(1) L = LOCKED SEAT BACK B = BREAKOVER SEAT BACK

(2) STD = FMVSS-213 STANDARD 6 MONTHS ATD

Table 3.4

tion of the CRDs were minimal. Restraint of the insert fitting on the fixed-length belt was situated
aft facing ATDs was considered acceptable. in the guide slot on the CRD. The interference

prohibited buckling of the belts on some CRDs,
3. Occupant Protection. The data acquired and prevented the webbing lock mechanism inter-

with the CRABI ATD in these tests were reduced nal to the lap belt buckle from engaging on others.
in magnitude compared to the 3 year-old ATD data Both types of aft facing CRDs overhang the air-
from the forward facing tests. An example of head plane seat cushion, and passage in the space be-
and chest accelerations from the CRABI ATD in tween seat rows was blocked by the CRD. These
test A93056 is shown in Figure 3.16. Admittedly, CRDs' overhang may also interfere with the for-
injury criteria based on head and chest accelera- ward row seat back recline inotion.
tions for 6-month old children are not widely rec- The dynamic performance and occupant pro-
ognized. There are no head or chest acceleration tection for both types of aft facing CRDs were
criteria for aft facing CRDs in FMVSS-213. Head equivalent to the results expected in FMVSS-213.
and chest acceleration data acquired with the Also, retention of the CRD in the airplane seat and
CRABI ATD were considered benign. restraint of the ATD were considered acceptable

from the vertical tests with these devices.
Summary - Aft Facing CRDs The effects of seat back breakover combined

with an aft row adult ATD impact forces were not
Applying the three performance factors of this investigated in this matrix of tests. All of the aft

project, the five non-convertible aft facing CRDs facing devices had rigid side walls which should
tested in this series performed well. This is the inhibit seat back intrusion on the occupant. The
easiest type of CRD to install in an airplane pas- limited instrumentation in the 6-month size ATDs
senger seat. Some of the convertible CRDs could used in these tests might not provide an adequate
not be secured aft facing in the airplane seat if the assessment of the forces resulting from this test
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1. Fit and Adjustment. Ease of installation
and adjustment on the 3 year-old ATD were posi-
live features with this CRD. Placement of the de-
vice on the child may be perftrmed before the child
sits. There were no interference problems \%ith the
seat dimension, and routing of the lap belts to se-
cure the device was simple. Howe~er. the shoii
path of the airplane seat lap belts through the back
of the harness results in a loose restraint betw'een
the occupant and seat. With the lap belts adjusted
to the minimum length. the ATD could be mo\ed
forward approximately 7 inches before tension %k as
developed in the belts. This was considered un-
satisfactory for testing.

At the manufacturer's suggestion, the test was
3.17 conducted with a small air mattress placed between

Figure 3the ATD and the seat back. The purpose of the

mattress was to move the occupant forward ap-
condition. Tests with an aft row adult ATD im- proximately 3 inches to reduce the slack in the re-
pacting the seat with an aft facing CRD were pro- straint as well as improve the angle of the lap belt
posed as a future project with additional path. The air mattress was not sold with this CRD.
instrumentation in the ATD. and the FMVSS-213 approval tests of the CRD

did not include the mattress.
HARNESS RESTRAINTS

2. Dynamic Performance. Gross ATD ex-
One harness type restraint device, CRD T, cursion was observed on the films from the first

was tested in this project. Shown in Figure 3.17, test with CRD T. The ATD moved forward and
this particular model was designed for children in over the front edge of the seat cushion and pro-
the weight range of 25 to 40 pounds. The CRD ceeded to submarine toward the floor. Elasticity
was constructed as a torso harness with padded in the webbing of the harness and the lap belts then
adjustable straps over the shoulders and around the heaved the ATD rearward. The force pulling the
waist. A Gz strap (crotch strap) was included on ATD back into the seat appeared to be applied by
this CRD. The shoulder and abdomen straps were the Gz strap directly through the pubic symphysis
attached to a rectangular metal plate, approximately of the pelvic bone. Three high speed video frames
10 x 9 inches wide, positioned on the back of the from a frontal view of test A9304 1, shown in Fig-
ATD. The airplane seat lap belts were routed ure 3.18, illustrate the excursion and submarining
through a loop of webbing attached to the metai of the ATD. The excessive excursion and vertical
back plate on the CRD per the manufacturer's in- displacement of the ATD were obviously unsatis-
structions. factory.

Two single row tests with this device were A modified installation method was attempted
performed. The following observations were noted on the second test with this harness. Plastic trim
from two dynamic tests: on the side of the seat below the arm rests was

removed. The airplane lap belts were wrapped
around the tubular frame of the seat exposed by

Figure 3.18
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removing the plastic trim. This etfectivel, short-
ened the lap belts and in effect moed the belt anl-
chor point by approximately 5 inches aft and up.
The lap belt webbing was twisted numerous times
in an attempt to stiffen and further shorten the belt,,.
This modified belt arrangement was used to se-
cure the harness for the second test. The observed
motion of the ATD during the second test \kas re-
duced compared to the first test. No submarining
or gross forward excursion of the ATD \%ere ob-
served.

3. Occupant Protection. There were no in-
jury criteria data acquired from these two tests. The
observed motion of the ATD in the first test was
considered unsatisfactory restraint of the occupant. Figure 3.19
A subjective assessment of poor performancc in
overall protection of the occupant was concluded The belly belt is not certified under any auto-
from the films of the first test. The results of sec- motive standard. In fact, carrying - child on the
ond test were considered successful in reducing lap in a moving automobile is illegal in the United
the occupant excursion. States. Some belly belts are labeled as meeting

the requirements of FAA TSO C22, basically a
Summary - Torso Harness CRD static strength standard for aviation restraints.

There are no known performance standards for the
Due to the limited adjustment range and an- belly belt.

chor location of the airplane seat lap belts, the har- A pretest photograph of the belly belt installed
ness restraint could not satisfactorily restrain the on the CAMIX ATD is shown in Figure 3.19. The
motion of the 3 year-old ATD. When installed per four tests conducted with the belly belt are listed
the manufacturer's instructions, the loose tension in Table 3.5. Two key effects of the belly belt
of the lap belts did not provide a secure restraint, restraint were investigated in these tests. First, the
The experiment with an air mattress as a space~r ATDs were instrumented to measure abdominal
between the ATD and the seat back on these tests pressure resulting from restraint loads concentrated
did not significantly affect the poor interface be- on the abdomen. Second, tests were conducted to
tween the harness and lap belts. Gross displace- observe and measure potentially injurious contact
ments, forward and down, were observed from the forces on the lap held child created by the adult
first test. Modifying the seat and rigging the lap flailing and impacting the forward row seat. The
belt, through an elaborate wrap-and-twist proce- effects of aft row occupant impact combined with
dure produced improved results on the second test. seat back breakover were included in the fourth
However, the modified installation method would test, A94165.
not be practical or even possible with most air- The results of the belly belt tests were:
plane seats.

I. Fit and Adjustment. This factor is not an
LAP HELD CHILD RESTRAINT issue for the nelly belt. The simplicity of the de-
(BELLY BELT) vice makes it the easiest to install and adjust. Un-

fortunately, the installed device is fitted and
One device approved by the Civil Aviation adjusted directly across the abdomen of the child.

Authority of England for the restraint of lap held
children less than 2 years-old in airplanes is called 2. Dynamic Performance. The forward trans-
the "belly belt." This is a short loop of webbing lation and rotational flailing of both the adult and
with standard buckle hardware installed on the lap held ATDs resulted in severe body impacts
ends. The belt is buckled around the child's abdo- against the forward row seat during the double row
men. It is secured to the adult's belts by routing tests, A93040 and A93050. In both tests, the child
the seat belts through a small loop of webbing sewn ATD moved forward to impact the forward row
on the belly belt. Thus, the child is restrained by seat back, followed by the adult ATD torso strik-
an abdominal belt attached to the adult's lap belt. ing the child ATD. The rotational motion of the

adult ATD torso continued after contact with the
child ATD, crushing the child ATD against the seat
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LAP HELD CHILD RESTRAINT
(BELLY BELT)

ABDOMINAL
PRESSURE

TEST # AIRPLANE SEAT POSITION (1) ATD (PSI) HIC

A93039 SINGLE ROW CENTER (B) CAMIX 30.5

FWD ROW EMPTY (B)
A93040

AFT ROW CENTER (B) CRABI 44.4 1913

FWD ROW EMPTY (L)
A93050

AFT ROW CENTER (B) CAMIX 29.7

FWD ROW CENTER (B) CAMIX 25.1
A94;65

AFT ROW CENTER (L) ADULT

(1) L = LOCKED SEAT BACK B = BREAKOVER SEAT BACK

Table 3.5

A second test with the CAMIX ATD, A93050,
was a double row test with the adult/child combi-
nation in the aft row. The adult ATD's upper torso
was not restrained in this test. The abdominal re-
sponse from this test is also shown on Figure 3.21.
Peak abdominal pressure from the double row test
was not significantly different from the single row
test result. The third test of the same adult/child
combination was tested in the forward row of
double row test A94165. An adult size ATD oc-
cupied the aft row seat. The forward row seat,
occupied by the CAMIX on an adult ATD, had a
breakover seat back. The peak abdominal pres-
sure response from this test, presented as the third
data trace in Figure 3.21, occurred coincident with

Figure 3.20 the aft row adult ATD striking the breakover seat
back. As noted in the discussion of the booster

back. Figure 3.20 is a film frame showing the adult seat tests, there was evidence from this data of a
and child ATD positions immediately prior to con- causal relationship between abdominal loads and
tact on the forward row seat back. aft row occupant impact.

The abdominal pressure transducer was in-
3. Occupant Protection. One single row test, stalled in the CRABI ATD for test A93040. A

A93039, was performed with the CAMIX ATD pressure of 44 psig was recorded in this double
restrained in a belly belt while sitting on the lap of row test with the lap held CRABI ATD in the aft
a 50th percentile male ATD. To prevent forward row. Figures 3.22 and 3.23 show the abdominal
flail of the adult ATD, its upper torso was tied with pressure response and the resultant head accelera-
cord to a test fixture. The purpose of this protocol tion from the CRABI ATD in this test. The obvi-
was to measure abdominal pressure due solely to ous peaks on both data traces identify the time of
the belly belt on the child ATD. The abdominal contact from the adult ATD against the back of the
response from this test is shown in Figure 3.21. child ATD. The HIC result from the CRABI ATD
Compared to abdominal responses from booster was 1913.
seat tests with no aft row occupant, the peak ab-
dominal pressure from test A93039 was 50%
higher (30 psig).
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Abdominal Pressure Summary - Lap Held Child Restraint
Belly Belt - CAMIX ATD

305 -' CAMI The data and observations from the four tests
.3 ......... 4- with the belly belt did not produce any favorable

(D2. results. The impossibility of protecting a small
2 0 5 ........-- ........ i ........... ........... . hidbyany means, stigon telpof an dl

.restrained by seat belts was confirmed in these tests.
- ....................... .. . . ......... ............ Severe contact with the forward row seat back was

-------- - -... .. ........... observed during double row tests. The recorded
0 -head impact of the 6-month old CRABI ATD re-

-5 I I , i i sulted in a HIC above 1900. Abdominal pressures
0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 from the CAMIX ATD were 50% greater than data

Time (Milliseconds) from booster seat tests under similar conditions.
A93050 A93039 A A94165 Aft row occupant impact on the breakover seat back

resulted in a definitive peak in the abdominal pres-
sure data. Based on biomechanical data as well

Figure 3.21 as observations of the films from these tests, the
belly belt should not be construed as means of pro-
tecting small children.

Abdominal Pressure
Belly Belt - CRABI ATD

50 |CAMI NORMAL LAP BELTS

e! 30 ........- ................. . .-------- ------ ..... '------Table 3.6 describes the tests conducted with
normal airplane seat lap belts. The first test was

a0 .conducted with the 24 month-old CAMIX ATD
10 ........ ............ .... restrained by lap belts. Seat back breakover and

Eaft row occupant impact forces were not included
<on the first test. The second test had 3-year old

10 ATDs restrained by the normal lap belts in the for-
0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 ward and aft row of a double row test. A third test

Time (Mlhad an adult ATD in the aft row with a lap belt

restrained 3-year old in the forward row. The fi-
nal test with normal lap belts included the CAMIX
restrained in a seat with a breakover back in the

Figure 3.22 forward row, and an adult size ATD in the aft row.
The 6 month-old size test dummies were too

small for the minimum adjustment range of the lap
Head Acceleration belts. Also, it is universally acknowledged that
Belly Belt - CRABI ATD children weighing less than 20 pounds can not be

CAMI safely restrained in a forward facing restraint.
Methods of adapting the lap belts over a 6 month-~15o old size ATD, such as adding pillows or blankets

0 "around the occupant, were not investigated.
10 . . .Results and observations from tests with lap

C

.......50..... belts were:

1. Fit and Adjustment. The conventional
0 5 1 1.200. 250 3003 definition of proper seat belt accommodation is a0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350

Time (Milliseconds) tight fit of the belt when routed and adjusted over
A9300 the pelvis of the occupant. With the 24 month

CAMIX ATD, the fit and path of the lap belts were
marginal by this definition. Although the lap belts
were not slack when adjusted to the minimum

Figure 3.23 length, the ATD was not tightly coupled to the seat.
A longer fixed-length strap on the lap belts would
prevent acceptable tension adjustment. The path
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NORMAL LAP BELTS
MAXIMUM

ABDOMINAL HEAD
PRESSURE EXCURSION

TEST # AIRPLANE SEAT POSITION (1) ATD (PSI) HIC (INCHES) (2)

FWD ROW LEFT (L) CAMIX 9.5 37.4
A93038

AFT ROW LEFT unoccupied

FWD ROW CENTER (L) 3 YR OLD 31.6
A93046

AFT ROW CENTER (B) 3 YR OLD 822 31.8

FWD ROW CENTER (B) 3 YR OLD 1002 30.7
A93047

AFT ROW CENTER (B) ADULT

FWD ROW CENTER (8) CAMIX 37.6
A94164

AFT ROW CENTER (B) ADULT

(1) L = LOCKED SEAT BACK B = BREAKOVER SEAT BACK

(2) HEAD EXCURSION MEASURED FROM FMVSS-213 SEAT PIVOT REFERENCE POINT.

Table 3.6

prevent acceptable tension adjustment. The path of a smaller occupant and size of the pelvis also
of the belts across the ATD was low across the will affect the lap belt accommodation geometry.
pelvis.

The accommodation of the seat belts was con- 2. Dynamic Performance. Figure 3.24 pre-
sidered acceptable for the 3 year-old ATDs used sents three film frames showing the aft row 3
in these tests. A tight fit could be attained by nor- year-old ATD head flail from test A93046. The
mal manual adjustment, although the adjusted aft row ATD's head did not strike the forward row
length was near the minimum for these lap belts. seat. Film analysis of the test revealed elastic de-
The path angle of approximately 80 degrees above flection of the forward row seat provided clear-
horizontal was measured from the belt anchor to ance for the head to miss the seat back. Head
pelvic contact on the ATD. This angle exceeded movement continued in a curved downward path.
the recommended belt angle (45-55 degrees) for Both ATDs' heads hit the front frame of the seat it
adults. However, the path of the belts was below occupied. Retention of the occupant, while main-
the iliac crests of the pelvic bone, and belt intru- taining the restraint loads across the pelvis, was
sion onto the abdomen was not likely with this path. observed in the films.

The minimum size of occupant that could be The head paths from tests with the CAMIX
accommodated by the airplane seat lap belts was and 3 year-old ATDs restrained in lap belts are
not addressed in this project. Lap belts for an oc- shown in Figure 3.25. One explanation of the
cupant with a smaller pelvic breadth than the 3 greater head excursion for the CAMIX ATD was
year-old ATD may not provide a tight fit due to the marginal fit and path of the lap belts on the
the limited adjustment range. The sitting posture smaller ATD. The relatively loose fit of the belts

Figure 3.24
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allowed the ATD to move forward further than the
HEAD PAT 3-YEoAM OILD AM 3 year-old ATD. There was no indication of

A93M submarining or roll out with the CAMIX in lap
A o ,,,ATD belts. After the maximum forward excursion,
CAMIX-A A36 downward and aft motion continued and the CA-

PHANTOM FORWARD ROW SEAThed tefotub
AT 32 INCH PITCH MIX ATD's head struck the front spreader tube of

the seat in which it occupied.
An adult ATD was placed in the aft row seat

for the third test, A93047. The forward row seat,
which had normal seat back breakover, was occu-
pied by a 3 year-old ATD. During the impact, the
adult ATD impacted the forward row seat back,
forcing the seat back to collapse on the child ATD
in the front seat. The flail motion of the child ATD
in the front seat was not notably different from that
of the aft row ATD in the first test. As noted on

Figure 3.25 the previous test, the 3-year old ATD's head con-
tacted structure on the front of the seat it occupied.

3. Occupant Protection. Head impact accel-
Head Accelerations erations of the aft row ATD in test A93046 and

Normal L Belts- 3 Year-Old ATo the front row ATD of test A93047 are shown in
16............. CAMI Figure 3.26. HIC results from these tests were 822

S. ..................... ............. and 1002 respectively. Chest acceleration from
1220 -...................-.......... I ......-'--.............

I these tests both peaked near 35 G's.100 -............. -...... -....... ...... ....... ............. Head velocity, derived from motion analysis
80.. ------ ----- "....... r I.. -- .......... of the head path of the aft row child ATD, is shown

"........... ..... in Figure 3.27. The velocity of the head as it passed

2within 1.2 inches of the forward row tray table wasc20 ------ ------ -- - - -. . . --- .------ .....---...... 38 ft/sec. Variables such as shorter seat pitch and
0 0 10 1 2 a greater seat back stiffness would increase the
0 50 (00 0o 200 potential for high velocity head strike on the for-

A9304AtRowT c d Rward row seat back. These tests did not evaluate
A93046 Alt Row ATO A93047 Fwd Row ATD the effects of a "brace-for-impact" position with

child ATDs. A reduction in the head excursion
distance and velocity would be expected with a

Figure 3.26 braced occupant.
Abdominal pressure from the double row test

A94164 with the CAMIX in the forward row seat
with a breakover back are presented in Figure 3.28.

Head Velocity The data in this figure are overlayed with the ab-
Lap Belt Test -3 Year Old ATD dominal pressure from test A93038, which was

. ' conducted with a locked seat back and no aft row
:Vxz: Ths

40 04 ' - ...... occupant. These data indicate an increased ab-
. , :x dominal pressure due to seat back breakover com-

20o ------- ---- ----- ------------ ------... bined with aft row occupant impact. An
Vx examination of the film from test A94164 showed

.=. .. .......... the lap belts remained across the pelvis of the
- 20 ........ V --- CAMIX ATD during the impact. The stimulusX ---------- for the higher abdominal pressure was apparently

due to the abdomen bearing on the thighs and seat0 50 100 150 200
Tm (Milliseonds) cushion. It did not appear to be due to the lap belts

Vx = Horizontal, Vz = Vertical, Vxz = Resultant loading the abdomen.
Xmax = Velocity at time of max. forward head excursion A comparison of CAMIX abdominal loads

from booster seat test A93048 and lap belt test
A94164 are shown in Figure 3.29. Both tests were

Figure 3.27 conducted with breakover seat backs and an aft
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lap belts were not addressed in this project. The
Abdominal Pressure minimum age or size of occupant that would be

40 accommodated properly , as defined by fit and
CAMI adjustment of the belts, was not determined.

n30 - -- - ' " -Accommodation of the CAMIX ATD in lap
belts was considered marginal. A tight fit was not

.... ....', . .... . ---.... .. - ......

20 -- - achieved with the minimum length adjusted belts.
aThe relatively loose fit of the belts and the smaller
_size pelvis of the CAMIX resulted in a greater head
0 0 excursion than observed with the 3-year old ATDs.
<JO 2 2A head strike against seat structure in the seat

10 which a 3-year old ATD occupied was recorded
0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 during two tests. The HIC result calculated from

Time (Milliseconds) one of the head strikes was I 002, which is unac-
A93038 A94164 ceptable by the criteria in both FAA and NHTSA

NO AFTROWOCCUPANT AFT ROW ADULTATD regulations. Slight variations in the seat pitch or
dynamic deflection of the seats could result in head

Figure 3.28 contact with the forward row seat. Motion analy-
sis of the 3-year old ATD's head path during these
tests revealed the potential for high velocity head
impact on the forward row seat. If the seat pitch

Abdominal Pressure - CAMIX ATD was reduced or the seat back did not move during
Comparison: Lap Belts and Booster Seat the impact, the ATD's head would impact the tray

60

CAMI table with a relative velocity of approximately 38

40 - Abdominal loads measured with the CAMIX
ATD restrained in lap belts were affected by seat

0.. ---.......... back breakover and aft row occupant impact. The
2 ---- --------------------- lap belts remained across the pelvis throughout the

0 o impact and did not appear to directly load the ab-
<10 : : : domen. However, a significant peak was noted in

0 50 o100 150 200 250 3oo 30 the abdominal response coincident with the aft row
Time (Milliseconds) occupant striking the seat back.

A93048 (Booster Seat) A94164 (Normal Lap Beflts) Caution should be exercised when compar-
Both tests with seat back breakover and aft row adult ATD ing the performance of lap belts versus automo-

tive CRDs presented in this report. The restraint
load distribution for lap belts is concentrated across

Figure 3.29 the two-inch wide path across the pelvis. These
loads are usually distributed over multiple load
paths with wider surfaces in automotive CRDs.row adult ATD. The peaks on both data sets oc- Thus, the local contact forces are lower with auto-

cuffed coincident withaft row occupant impact. mobile CRDs. Also, there are injury mechanisms,
Higher abdominal loads from the booster seat test other than head and chest accelerations, that should
were attributed to the rigid shield of the CRD bear- be considered for lap belt restrained children (16).
ing on the abdomen. Automobile accident studies have identified po-

tential injuries to the abdomen and spine associ-
Summary -Normal Lap Belts ated with belt restrained children.

The fit and adjustment of airplane seat lap belts
used to restrain the 3 year-old ATDs was satisfac-
tory, although the lap belts were near the minimum
adjustable length with this size occupant. Results
and observations from dynamic tests with lap belt
restrained 3-year old ATDs indicated the basic
performance of lap belts with 3 year-old 33 pound
occupants wa-. marginal by existing standards.
Other potential injury mechanisms associated with
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occupant impact on the seat back, are not consid-
Part IV ered in the automotive test procedure.

Conclusions For the six types of child restraints tested in
this project, the following conclusions are pre-
sented:

Based on the results from the series of impact
tests conducted in this project, there is sufficient * Booster Seats may expose the child occupant to
evidence to conclude the following: The perfor- potential abdominal injury due to the combined
mance of certain types of child restraint devices effects of forces imparted from the aft row occu-
does not enhance the level of safety for children in pant and seat back breakover. A peak abdominal
transport airplane passenger seats. The expecta- pressure of 60 psig was acquired during a test with
tion of equivalent protection for children restrained an aft row adult occupant striking a forward seat
in certain types of CRDs traveling by automobile with an occupied booster seat. By comparison,
can not be met in an airplane seat. A level of safety the peak pressure was 20 psig from booster seat
, as defined in FAR 25.562, equal to that provided tests without aft row occupant interaction.
for adult passengers can not be demonstrated with The method of measuring abdominal pressure
some CRDs when tested in transport airplane seats. presented in this report was experimental, and no
In fact, these tests demonstrated some types of basis was claimed for either the biofidelity of the
CRDs should not be recommended for use in air- method or the assessment of potential injury. How-
plane passenger seats. ever, the comparative difference in abdominal pres-

Various reasons exist for the unsatisfactory sure due to aft row occupant impact was significant.
performance of some types of CRDs in airplanes. Avoidance of abdominal loads due to the pelvic
The main reason is that CRDs are designed to meet restraints is mandatory for the certification of mod-
an automotive requirement, FMVSS-213, and do em aircraft seats. This criterion should not be ne-
not necessarily adapt properly to an airplane seat. glected with child restraints. Further research
Test fixtures, restraints, and pass/fail criteria strictly should be conducted to establish the limits for ab-
specified in the automotive standard do not serve dominal loads in children.
as a representative test for a CRD in an airplane Head excursions measured from impact tests
seat. In particular, the restraints on airplane seats of two approved booster seats installed on airplane
differ significantly from the test apparatus in the passenger seats exceeded the distance allowed by
automotive standard. Airplane seat belts differ in FMVSS-213. The head paths of three booster seats
anchor point geometry, tension adjustment, and indicated head impact on the forward row locked
buckle hardware. These differences can adversely seat back can occur. It should be emphasized that
affect the performance of a CRD designed prima- the impact severity of all these tests was lower than
rily for the automobile interior, the test condition of FMVSS-213.

In addition to the performance of CRDs ex- A child large enough for a booster seat can
posed to impact test conditions, the accommoda- also be accomodated in the normal passenger seat
tion of some CRDs is not satisfactory in airplane lap belts. The performance of lap belts, as mea-
passenger seats. Models that require 17 inches or sured by abdominal pressure and head excursion
more of lateral space for installation may not fit in from these tests, was favorable compared to booster
seats with fixed arm rests. Forward overhang of seat test data.
aft facing devices can block the passage of adja-
cent passengers and interfere with the seat back * Forward Facing Carriers are difficult to install
recline motion of the forward row seat. Depend- and adjust properly in economy class passenger
ing on the specified path for routing the lap belts seats. The size of some larger carriers inhibits in-
to secure the CRD to the seat, interference with stallation in seats with fixed arm rests. Airplane
lap belt buckle hardware can prohibit proper in- lap belts can not suitably secure some forward fac-
stallation. ing carriers in an airplane seat. The lap belt an-

The airplane seat structure and close seat pitch chor point geometry on airplane seats does not
placement in the economy class cabin are addi- afford effective restraint of forward excursion of
tional reasons for unsatisfactory performance with the occupant with this type of child restraint.
some CRDs. In the FMVSS-213 test procedure In double row tests with 3 year-old ATDs re-
for forward facing seats, the excursion limit for strained by forward facing carriers, all eight re-
the ATDs head exceeds the distance to the forward suited in head impact on the forward row seat. Six
row seat back in typical economy class cabin seats. HIC results were above 1000. The rigid shell and
Also, the consequences of seat back breakover on integral restraints with these carriers certainly pro-
airplane passenger seats, combined with aft row vide protection not afforded by normal lap belts.
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However, the assumption that a child restrained in which define proper seat belt accommodation are
a forward facing carrier traveling in an airplane is satisfied with the 50th percentile 3 year-old. These
protected to the same level of safety as in an auto- factors include an adjustable tight fit, a belt path
mobile can not be supported by the results of this over the pelvic bone, and no indication of
project. submarining or roll out during dynamic tests. The

An alternate lap belt installation for child re- adjusted lap belt was near minimum length with
straints was demonstrated as a means of reducing the 3 year-old ATD.
forward excursion of these carriers. The alterna- Accommodation of a 24-month old child in
tive installation tests were performed to measure lap belts, based on tests with the CAMIX ATD,
the effects of improved restraint geometry. The was marginal. The lap belt tension was not con-
modification to the airplane seat and the particular sidered to be a snug fit when adjusted to the mini-
hardware used in the alternative method were not mum length. However, there were no indications
intended as a formal recommendation to the avia- of submarining or roll out during dynamic tests,
tion community. and the belt path remained across the pelvis. Mea-
* Aft Facing Carriers, convertible as well as sured abdominal pressure was increased due to the
non-convertible models, installed in airplane seats effects of an aft row adult ATD striking the
are a definite safety benefit for children weighing breakover seat back, but they were less than the
less than 20 pounds. Installation and adjustment pressure acquired from the booster seat in the same
are simple and visually verifiable. The airplane test mode.
seat lap belts can easily be tightened over the car- Head impacts against the seat structure occu-
rier to secure attachment of the carrier. Two fac- pied by the lap belt restrained ATD occurred dur-
tors affect passenger convenience with these ing tests in this project. The HIC value from one
devices. The forward overhang interferes with of the head impacts of a lap belt restrained 3 year-
passage between the seat rows and the recline old ATD was 1002, which is an indication of head
motion of a forward row seat. injury. These results are cause for concern. How-

Performance of aft facing carriers observed ever, lap belts are not the type of restraint which
in horizontal as well as vertical dynamic tests was inhibit upper torso flail. Head impacts were not a
satisfactory. Considering the other method for trav- consequence of poor fit or adjustment with a child
eling with small children, i.e. on the lap of an adult, occupant. The performance of the lap belts with
the use of this type of child restraint is the only the 3 year-old ATD was considered consistent with
available means of providing adequate protection protection afforded adult passengers in airplanes
that can be recommended. with type certificates dated prior to 1988. The HIC

results above 1000 would not be consistent with
* Harness Systems do not interface with the air- adult protection criteria mandated for new air-
plane seat lap belts in a manner which adequately planes.
restrains forward motion. The lap belts length and
anchor points geometry on airplane passenger seats REMAR KS
can not provide a firm attachment for the type of
harness tested in this project. Unacceptable for- These conclusions should not be construed as
ward excursion of the child ATD completely off an indication that a dangerous condition exists for
the front of the seat cushion was observed in a children traveling in commercial transport air-
horizontal impact test. Only one model of a har- planes. The accident rate for commercial opera-
ness device was tested in this project, but the means tions in 1991 was 0.32 per 100,000 departures ( 17),
of installing the harness was typical of other prod- which affirms the fact that commercial aviation is
ucts on the market. A modified procedure of rout- a very safe mode of transportation. Rather, this
ing and twisting the lap belts around the arm rest information is presented to identify a particular
structure resulted in improved performance. This component of passenger safety, child restraints,
modified procedure was not a practical alternative which may not meet the expected levels of perfor-
for the user or the airline operator. mance in an accident. The data and observations

in this report are provided to the aviation commu-
* A Lap Held Child Restraint, or Belly Belt, nity, restraint manufacturers, and government
should not be considered a means of protecting a agencies to further enhance the safety for children
child from injury during an accident. traveling in airplanes.

e Normal Lap Belts can provide acceptable re-
straint for children of a size represented by the 3
year-old ATD used in this project. The factors
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